
Sinbad’s IslandSinbad’s Island
What you will need:What you will need:

- Glue: Pritt-stick or similar works well

- 4 pieces of A4 thin card to print the templates on, or a cereal packet

- Craft Scissors – maybe get an adult to help you 

- Felt pens or crayons. If you use Sharpies, be sure to protect the table

- A selection of recycled and washed plastic bottle tops, and fruit nets

- Print out the A4 island templates x 2 on thin white card. The card should be 
thin enough to cut with scissors

- If you don’t have card, then you can glue the paper onto a spare piece of 
card (an empty cereal packet for example)

- Colour-in one island template. Don’t worry about going over the outline, as 
you will be cutting it out

- Cut out the whale shape and curl up the tale around a tube or a cotton reel

- Colour under the tail on template 1 to create 
the roof of the cave 

- Colour in the sea and sand on the cave floor 
on template 2

- Cut out island 1 and glue it to island 2 leaving 
the tail curling up. Add recycled plastic items in 
the cave under the tail

- Print out the A4 palm tree template x 2 on thin white card,
or print onto paper and glue to an empty cereal packet

- Colour in the palm trees - don’t worry about going 
over the outline as you will be cutting it out 

- Cut out palm trees and glue together back to 
back, ask for help if you need it

- Bend the trunks on the dotted line and glue the 
palm leaves together

- Name the cave and other land marks on your 
island map add a compass rose and maybe 
some sea monsters


